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ABSTRACT

In French, the intonation of post-focus items is not clearly determined. Traditional descriptions claim that post-focus intonation entirely depends on that of the focus via a process of tonal copy; other accounts argue for either autonomous patterns or a binary independent choice between a high and a low tone.

To clarify this issue, this paper investigates the melodic patterns of right-dislocated constituents after eight different contours associated with the focus. Results confirm that post-focus phrases are characterized by an iterative and reduced copy of the focal tones; it is also shown that a mid or downstepped high tone is needed to describe intonation in French and that we must posit contours that constitute single complex units.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Everyday spoken French commonly uses the syntactic device of right dislocation, which consists of one or more postposed phrases, which immediately follow the focused part of the sentence and may be replaced by pronouns within the main clause. From a pragmatic point of view, right-dislocated constituents (henceforth ‘RDCs’) are claimed to be highly accessible and, as such, to function in recovering entities, which are situationally or textually evoked (cf. [18, 19, 34]).

Since Delattre [5], it is generally admitted that RDCs and post-focused phrases are characterized by the so-called ‘parenthetic’ contours, whose intonation pattern depends on the type of the sentence. In declarative sentences, the parenthetic contour is realized as a low and flat or declining pitch pattern (‘low parenthesis’), whereas, in yes-no questions, it is pronounced either with a flat, slightly declining pitch in a high or high-mid register (‘high parenthesis’) or with a reduced question pattern (cf. [7, 29]).

[5] and many authors after him (cf. [3, 4, 7, 17, 20, 21, 29]) consider that the parenthetic contours are actually two ‘allophones’ in complementary distribution conditioned by the form of the preceding intonation pattern. For these authors, the intonation of the post-focus or RDC results from the copy of all or part of the preceding contour intonation features (cf. [12] for a similar process in Dutch). In addition, it is usually agreed by authors regarding the metric and autosegmental framework that the post-focus elements are deaccented, though not dephrased. They have no pitch accents but the phrase final syllables remain lengthened (cf. [8, 11, 16]).

However, the parenthesis pitch dependency on the preceding contour is formulated in almost all studies through the observation of one or two sentence intonation types only, namely declarative sentences and yes-no questions. It is, thus, likely that the low or high parenthesis does not result from any tone copy but merely from a phonological choice according to the sentence type.

As a matter of fact, in [16]’s model, there is no copy rule. The low or high parenthesis arises from the independent selection and the spreading of an L- or H- tone, associated to the intermediate phrase, followed by an L% or H% boundary tone. [25] also provides only two types of parenthesis that seem to solely depend on the modality of the utterance and not on the melodic shape of the ‘final accent’ (e.g., the parenthesis is low after the H+H+ final accent expressing the speaker’s involvement). [6] claims that RDCs form prosodic independent pieces and have their own intonation (cf. ‘[…] the second piece [i.e. the RDC] receives its own motif: MH after MHm, and M after LMH+. ’ Dell [6] p. 69).

Few other scholars have investigated the melodic pattern of post-focus items after more than one or two types of intonation patterns. Thus, [3] argue that an HM% contour adding a nuance of incredulity in a question is duplicated in the post-focal phrase. [17] analyzes the intonational cliché he calls ‘suspended fall contour’ as an LH!H* sequence and claims that the final !H* is copied on the subsequent RDC. Nevertheless, these authors do not base their proposal on experimentally controlled data, and alternative analyses may legitimately be put forward. For instance, the mid tone in [3]’s HM% contour is not obvious, and this contour may arguably be analyzed as a free variant of the question intonation. As for [17]’s LH!H* suspended fall followed by a copy of !H, it is interpreted by [16] as an H!*H-L% tune with a unique phrasal H- followed by an upstepped L%.

Moreover, there is an alternative analysis to account for the low or high plateau found in RDCs or post-focus items; in the spirit of [13] and [14], this
could be explained by spreading an utterance final boundary L% or H% tone leftward from the end of the sentence up to the focus.

In sum, in spite of a long tradition followed by many scholars, RDC intonational dependency on the focus is actually not clear; RDC melodic patterns may be due to the independent selection of phrasal or boundary tones and not to a tone copy rule. Studying RDCs is of great interest in understanding and modeling French intonation. It will help us to determine what type of phonological prosodic structure has to be posited to adequately describe the intonation of French sentences. In addition, it will shed light on the intonational features occurring on the focus. For instance, do we have to use complex boundary tones (cf. [3, 13, 14]) or pitch accents ([24, 25]) to describe French intonation? Is there any downstep feature (cf. [17]) or even an upstep one?

2. METHODOLOGY

In order to answer to these questions, one needs to investigate RDCs preceded by a wide range of focal intonation contours. It is also necessary to examine sentences with more than one RDC; this is the only way to verify whether a RDC may be realized with an iterative copy of a downstepped or upstepped tone, and, consequently, to determine the origin and direction of the duplicated tones.

We used the target sentence (‘TS’) given in (1). This sentence comprises a matrix clause (Elle vient en avion), where en avion is the focus, followed by two RDCs (vendredi and Mélanie). To have different intonation patterns at the end of the matrix clause and to test the tonal copy hypothesis, this TS was embedded in different contexts in the form of pseudo-dialogues accompanied by textual descriptions and comments. Table 1 gives these contexts and the six pseudo-dialogues we used.

We, thus, investigated eight TSs expressing the following meanings: 1) yes-no information-seeking questions (QUERY), where the information sought is unknown by the speaker; 2) confirmation (CONF); 3) information focus (FOC); 4) surprise (SURPR), the answer to the question is unexpected though possible; 5) incredulity (INCREDC), the answer is supposed to be impossible; 6) confirmation-seeking question (CHECK) with a bias towards a positive answer (cf. [30]); 7) objection (OBJECT), the speaker is showing disbelief and challenging the interlocutor's answer (cf. [6, 30]) and 8) evidence (EVID), the information is presented as taken for granted (cf. [6]).

These dialogues with their context were written on paper cards and mixed with dialogues and utterances designed for other experiments. This material was presented to four speakers of standard French, two female and two male, in their thirties or forties (FS1/2 and MS1/2). Their task was to read aloud the dialogues (not the context) five times as naturally as possible without any particular expressiveness. Before the recording, the participants carefully read the dialogues and were allowed to ask the experimenter for further clarifications to interpret and realize the TSs appropriately. The recordings took place in a quiet room and were done using the computer’s sound card (44 kHz, 16 bits) directly.

(1) TARGET SENTENCE:
Elle vient en avion, vendredi, Mélanie
she comes by plane Friday Mélanie

Table 1: the six pseudo-dialogues used

| General | You are staying with family for holidays. Your sister, | context Mélanie, is coming on Friday. |
| Dial 1 | She lives in Marseilles. You’d like to know whether she will take the plane as usual; you ask: | CONF Oui, oui (‘Yes, yes’), TARGET S. |
| Dial 2 | You’re asking your father how your sister will come: | FOC Your father is answering: |
| Dial 3 | Your father is asking you: ‘M. will take the plane on Friday. Could you pick her up at the airport?’ | INCREDC You don’t believe it because your sister is very afraid of planes, she never takes them: |
| Dial 4 | You’re not sure your sister will take the plane and not the train; you want to make sure of that to pick her up at the airport. You’re asking: | CHECK TARGET S. ‘Not by train? That’s right?’ |
| Dial 5 | Your father informs you that Mélanie will arrive by plane. You are skeptical because your sister had announced she would take the train. You ask: | OBJECT ‘What are you talking about?’ TARGET S. |
| Dial 6 | Everybody knows your sister will take a plane as usual. However, you ask how your sister is coming. | EVID Your father answers you: |

The acoustic analyses of fundamental frequency (F0) were done using the Praat software [2]. To compare the melodic realizations of the speakers and the various TSs, we converted the original F0 values in Hertz into semi-tones (‘ST’) by taking the F0 minimum of each speaker as the reference value, which was usually realized in the final syllable of the CONF or FOC utterances. Moreover, in the vein of [32, 33], we also generated time-normalized melodic curves using the syllable as the domain of normalization and a 10-point time resolution per syllable.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1–4 below show the time-normalized F0 curves in ST of the TS part ‘en avion, vendredi, Mélanie’ for each speaker averaged across the five repetitions of each TS.

The speakers were quite constant over their repetitions for a same TS. They usually realized the CONF and FOC TSs in a similar way. This was also the case for QUERY and SURPR TSs. INCRED, CHECK, EVID and OBJECT sentences presented a bit more variation. Speaker MS1 did not differentiate the INCRED TSs from CONF and FOC ones as far as the F0 is concerned.

Let us begin with the FOC and CONF TSs. The intonation of these utterances is generally similar and matches the previous prosodic descriptions of focalization in French. The focused noun is characterized by a fall on its final syllable, preceded by a rise either on its first or last syllable depending on the speaker. The difference between FOC and CONF sentences essentially lies in the higher pitch of the peak in FOC sentences. As can be seen in Figures 1–4, each RDC is produced with a flat or slightly declining low plateau, the second RDC being lower than the first one (−2.1 ST on average); this suggests that each RDC forms a prosodic phrase right bounded by a lowered low tone as depicted by [4, 20, 29].

In QUERY and SURPR TSs, the focus exhibits a final rise whose melodic minimum is aligned with the penultimate syllable [na]. The contrast between QUERY and SURPR TSs lies in the range of the rise and the height of the peaks, which are more important in SURPR TSs. As shown in Figures 1–4, the RDCs display neither a high plateau at the same height or somewhat lower than the focal peak nor an upstepped final rise as described by [16] for instance; rather, they are more like those depicted in [3, 7, 28, 29]. The final syllable of each RDC is realized as a clear rise reaching, on average, an equivalent height to that of the focus but with a smaller range (ca. +5/10 instead of ca. +7/13 ST in the focus), and the first syllable of each RDC is pronounced with a gradual fall up to the minimum of the following rise.

The results concerning these four types of utterances seem hard to reconcile with the view that a unique phrasal or boundary low or high tone is selected and spreads over the RDCs as claimed by [16] for instance. Rather, they support the idea that RDCs are marked by a reduced copy of the melodic pattern associated with the focus. The low tone at the end of each RDC in CONF/FOC TSs may be viewed as an iterative and lowered duplication of the focus final low tone, and the somewhat compressed rise found on each RDC in QUERY/SURPR TSs is better understood.
as an iterative reduced copy of the rise occurring on the focus. This process of copy is corroborated by the intonation of the OBJECT, CHECK and EVID TSs. As can be seen in Figures 1–4, the speakers (except for speakers FS1/2 in OBJECT TSs, see below) pronounce the focus in OBJECT TSs with an intonation pattern phonetically similar to the LHM contour described by [6]. There is a high tone on the penultimate syllable [na], preceded by a very low tone on the preposition [ã]; the last syllable is lower than the penultimate H but higher than the initial L. In CHECK and EVID TSs, the focus can be described by the same sequence, LHM, but the H is associated with the last accented syllable, not the penultimate one as in the OBJECT TSs. The distinction between the CHECK and EVID LHM pattern lies in the height of the H; in CHECK TSs, the H is higher and generally reaches a pitch height equivalent to that of the peak in QUERY TSs.

As for the RDCs in these three types of sentences, Figures 1–4 reveal that they are lower than the final syllable of the focus but higher than the low RDCs in FOC/CONF TSs. In other words, the intonation of OBJECT, CHECK and EVID TSs confirms that each RDC actually duplicates the last pitch target of the focus. The final M of the LHM sequence is copied on each RDC and iteratively lowered in the same way as the lowered L in CONF/FOC TSs. In a framework without an M tone, the phonetic LHM contour could be represented as [17]’s ‘suspended fall’ LH!H*. !H* is copied and triggers iterative downstepped H tones on the RDCs. On the other hand, the intonation of OBJECT, CHECK and EVID TSs is incompatible with an analysis using a sequence LHH-L% (cf. [16]), which cannot account for iterative downstepped post-focus tones, high or mid.

Another piece of evidence for the copy analysis comes from the performances of speakers FS1/2. They pronounce the OBJECT contour as a sequence LHLH, which seems to convey an additional emphatic or exclamatory nuance in meaning. Yet, as shown in Figure 1 (red single curve), the sequence (L)HLH is repeated and reduced on each RDC.

Finally, turning to INCRED TSs, Figure 1 shows that speaker FS1 produces a rise-fall on the last syllable of the focus (which is also significantly lengthened). The peak of the rise is slightly higher than that of the SURPR peak, and the minimum of the fall is broadly realized in the same register as the pitch minimum found in the QUERY/SURPR RDCs. This rise-fall is reproduced in each RDC with a reduced range; in particular, the fall consists of a small drop in pitch as depicted in [3]’s paper; note that there are no upstepped tones in the RDCs, just as there were none in QUERY and SURPR TSs.

How is this rise-fall to be represented? We might translate it into LH(M) on the basis of the accentual high + mid tone contour proposed by [3]. The rather high pitch of the mid tone would be due to the extra-high tones that surround it. The brackets signal that the M is a floating tone; that is, it may be realized on the last accented syllable of the focus or remain unassociated, causing a small drop in pitch.

As can be seen in Figures 2 and 4, this LH(M) contour is also used by the speakers who distinguish an INCRED contour from a QUERY/SURPR one; the focused nouns and the RDCs end with a rise followed by a small drop. Speaker MS2 further expresses INCRED TSs with a substantial increase of pitch (cf. Fig. 4). In some recordings, we observed a realized M tone on the focus but never on the RDCs.

4. CONCLUSION

The results have clearly shown that the intonation of RDCs does not consist of a mere contrast between a low and a high plateau due to the independent selection of either low or high tones of any type; rather, results demonstrate that RDCs intonation can be best described as the iterative copy of one or more tones occurring on the focus.

The copy does not always involve the last tone of the focus only as proposed by [4, 8, 17]; tone sequences may be replicated, such as the LH(M) pattern in the interrogative sentences (cf. [3, 29]) or the HLH pattern in speaker FS1/2’s OBJECT TSs. Moreover, the copy implies an intonational ‘weakening’ of the duplicated pattern in the form of a pitch range reduction and/or a tone lowering and/or the lack of realization of a floating tone.

The tonal copy, along with the intonational ‘weakening’, may be interpreted as a consequence of the fact that RDCs have no proper intonation at a phonological level and are dependent on the focused item. On the one hand, models in a ‘standard’ MA framework (cf. [1]), such as that of [16] for example, are unable to account for this dependency; on the other hand, models of intonation such as those of [8, 20, 21, 24, 29], for instance, where dependency relationships between the focus and the post-focus items are encoded on a phonological ground, seem to be more accurate.

Finally, the intonation of RDCs reveals that a mid tone and/or a downstepped H, probably with extra-high tones, is needed to adequately describe French intonation, and the fact that tone sequences can be duplicated shows that we must also posit contours that constitute single complex units (cf. also [3]).
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